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jack the ripper jeffrey dahmer and ted bundy are some of the most famous
serial killers in history who continue to generate horror and morbid
curiosity history s most terrifying serial killers 1 harold shipman aka dr
death killed 218 patients greater manchester police via getty images dr
harold shipman nicknamed dr death after the following list explores some of
the most notorious serial killers the world has ever known jack the ripper we
call him jack the ripper but we don t really know who the person behind one
of the older and most notorious murder sprees was below are 10 of the most
notorious serial killers in u s history and the people they killed 1 dennis
rader aka the btk killer dennis rader was a serial killer in kansas who this
part of the list contains all serial killers with five to fourteen proven
victims who acted alone and were neither medical professionals nor contract
killers name country in the united states the worst serial killer may be gary
ridgway who is commonly known as the green river killer between 1982 and 1998
he murdered at least 49 women and girls in and around washington state but
may have actually killed more than 90 victims total randy steven kraft known
as the scorecard killer drugged raped tortured and murdered at least 16 young
men between 1972 and 1983 he committed most of his murders in california
kraft s if you think jack the ripper was a despicable living person think
again here are 12 deadliest serial killers of all time erzebet bathory the
blood countess erzebet bathory was a 16th century hungarian serial killer who
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unleashed a bloody reign of terror torture and killings jack the ripper no
list of serial killers is complete without the infamous and anonymous jack
the ripper via bbc preying amid the slums of east end london in 1888 he is
heralded by texas state university as the first modern serial killer despite
being 134 years gone the case still fascinates in the u s victims have
suffered horrible fates at the hands of serial killers such as ted bundy the
handsome charismatic murder who killed more than 30 women and randy kraft a
californian who may have taken the lives of 65 other young men the most
prolific serial killers in history worldatlas serial killers are the most
dangerous types of killers murdering innocent victims out of sheer madness or
for distorted reasons serial killers have been the basis for scary stories
and movie plots that have haunted dreams for years image credit nytimes com
jack the ripper charles manson and ted bundy are the most notorious serial
killers in the world belle sorenson gunness aka lady bluebeard murdered her
husbands and boyfriends because of life insurance money gary ridgway aka
green river killer got his notorious alias because he would throw his victims
in the ken landwehr dennis rader the btk killer an acronym for bind torture
kill was the epitome of the cold calculating intelligent serial murderer
between 1974 and 1991 he killed at least 10 victims in wichita kansas
communicating with the police through taunting letters and even phone calls
the scariest serial killers in history the scariest serial killers in history
ranker crime updated october 19 20231 4m views61 items ranked by 123 9k votes
17 5k voters serial killers are among the most terrifying people imaginable
partially because of how unfathomable their crimes can be updated september
30 2021 1 8m views 111 items some of the worst serial killers in history are
accounted for here on the list of america s most famous serial killers
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perhaps infamous is a better description of these convicted killers but as
their murderous exploits have captured and continue to capture the attention
of the public they by db kelly and brian boone updated april 8 2024 4 25 pm
est so here s some good news for anyone who suffers from regular nightmares
that involve being stalked by a serial killer they re on the decline
according to research done by radford university s mike aamodt via discover
they are fewer serial killers on the prowl since the bruno lüdke born 1909
köpenick ger died april 8 1944 vienna austria was a german serial killer who
may have murdered more than 80 people this article profiles several of the
most dangerous killers that may still be out there including updates on the
arrest of a suspect in the long island serial killer case despite a decline
in overall activity since the 1980s there is still an alarming number of
active serial killers oct 30 2020 6 06 am pdt glen rogers getty each state
has a connection to an infamous serial killer some serial killers are known
for killing children like david meirhofer in montana other police flyer the
jeff davis 8 is the name given to eight women who were killed in regular
intervals from 2005 to 2009 according to the washington post they were all
between 17 and 30 years old they were all associated in some way with area s
drug and sex work trade and they were all from jennings louisiana
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15 infamous serial killers and their shocking
crimes biography

May 02 2024

jack the ripper jeffrey dahmer and ted bundy are some of the most famous
serial killers in history who continue to generate horror and morbid
curiosity

8 of history s most notorious serial killers

Apr 01 2024

history s most terrifying serial killers 1 harold shipman aka dr death killed
218 patients greater manchester police via getty images dr harold shipman
nicknamed dr death after

7 of history s most notorious serial killers
britannica

Feb 29 2024

the following list explores some of the most notorious serial killers the
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world has ever known jack the ripper we call him jack the ripper but we don t
really know who the person behind one of the older and most notorious murder
sprees was

the most notorious serial killers in u s history
and why

Jan 30 2024

below are 10 of the most notorious serial killers in u s history and the
people they killed 1 dennis rader aka the btk killer dennis rader was a
serial killer in kansas who

list of serial killers by number of victims
wikipedia

Dec 29 2023

this part of the list contains all serial killers with five to fourteen
proven victims who acted alone and were neither medical professionals nor
contract killers name country
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33 of the worst serial killers from history all
that s

Nov 27 2023

in the united states the worst serial killer may be gary ridgway who is
commonly known as the green river killer between 1982 and 1998 he murdered at
least 49 women and girls in and around washington state but may have actually
killed more than 90 victims total

america s deadliest serial killers cbs news

Oct 27 2023

randy steven kraft known as the scorecard killer drugged raped tortured and
murdered at least 16 young men between 1972 and 1983 he committed most of his
murders in california kraft s

12 deadliest serial killers in history world
history edu

Sep 25 2023
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if you think jack the ripper was a despicable living person think again here
are 12 deadliest serial killers of all time erzebet bathory the blood
countess erzebet bathory was a 16th century hungarian serial killer who
unleashed a bloody reign of terror torture and killings

the most notorious serial killers of all time
grunge

Aug 25 2023

jack the ripper no list of serial killers is complete without the infamous
and anonymous jack the ripper via bbc preying amid the slums of east end
london in 1888 he is heralded by texas state university as the first modern
serial killer despite being 134 years gone the case still fascinates

11 of the world s worst serial killers
howstuffworks

Jul 24 2023

in the u s victims have suffered horrible fates at the hands of serial
killers such as ted bundy the handsome charismatic murder who killed more
than 30 women and randy kraft a californian who may have taken the lives of
65 other young men
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the most prolific serial killers in history
worldatlas

Jun 22 2023

the most prolific serial killers in history worldatlas serial killers are the
most dangerous types of killers murdering innocent victims out of sheer
madness or for distorted reasons serial killers have been the basis for scary
stories and movie plots that have haunted dreams for years

10 of the most notorious serial killers in the
world

May 22 2023

image credit nytimes com jack the ripper charles manson and ted bundy are the
most notorious serial killers in the world belle sorenson gunness aka lady
bluebeard murdered her husbands and boyfriends because of life insurance
money gary ridgway aka green river killer got his notorious alias because he
would throw his victims in the
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the people who caught some of the world s most
dangerous

Apr 20 2023

ken landwehr dennis rader the btk killer an acronym for bind torture kill was
the epitome of the cold calculating intelligent serial murderer between 1974
and 1991 he killed at least 10 victims in wichita kansas communicating with
the police through taunting letters and even phone calls

the scariest serial killers in history ranker

Mar 20 2023

the scariest serial killers in history the scariest serial killers in history
ranker crime updated october 19 20231 4m views61 items ranked by 123 9k votes
17 5k voters serial killers are among the most terrifying people imaginable
partially because of how unfathomable their crimes can be

50 of america s most famous serial killers ranker

Feb 16 2023

updated september 30 2021 1 8m views 111 items some of the worst serial
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killers in history are accounted for here on the list of america s most
famous serial killers perhaps infamous is a better description of these
convicted killers but as their murderous exploits have captured and continue
to capture the attention of the public they

the most dangerous active serial killers in 2024
grunge

Jan 18 2023

by db kelly and brian boone updated april 8 2024 4 25 pm est so here s some
good news for anyone who suffers from regular nightmares that involve being
stalked by a serial killer they re on the decline according to research done
by radford university s mike aamodt via discover they are fewer serial
killers on the prowl since the

bruno lüdke murder spree victims germany britannica

Dec 17 2022

bruno lüdke born 1909 köpenick ger died april 8 1944 vienna austria was a
german serial killer who may have murdered more than 80 people
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the most dangerous active serial killers in the
2020s

Nov 15 2022

this article profiles several of the most dangerous killers that may still be
out there including updates on the arrest of a suspect in the long island
serial killer case despite a decline in overall activity since the 1980s
there is still an alarming number of active serial killers

notorious serial killers in every state business
insider

Oct 15 2022

oct 30 2020 6 06 am pdt glen rogers getty each state has a connection to an
infamous serial killer some serial killers are known for killing children
like david meirhofer in montana other

the most dangerous active serial killers in 2021
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grunge

Sep 13 2022

police flyer the jeff davis 8 is the name given to eight women who were
killed in regular intervals from 2005 to 2009 according to the washington
post they were all between 17 and 30 years old they were all associated in
some way with area s drug and sex work trade and they were all from jennings
louisiana
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